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Abstract 
One of the mixing engineers most important tool when listening, analyzing and taking decisions is 

the physical space in which the reproduction system and the monitors are placed. The space needs 

to fulfill certain aspects to be able to qualify as a control room considered good for taking these 

decisions. In this study an active listening test was conducted to investigate if the RT60 of the 

natural reverberation in the room affected a mixing engineers’ decisions when adjusting parameters 

on an artificial reverb. 16 subjects participated, the subjects adjusted reverb level and reverb time of 

an artificial reverb in two different acoustical environments, with two different values of RT60. The 

environments were based on a professional control room made for mixing and mastering. The two 

values for RT60 was achieved through manipulating the room with diffusors and absorbing 

material. It was found that the subjects were able to adapt to the different acoustical environments, 

although other differences were found. The order of the which of the environments the subjects 

started in and which parameter the subject started adjusting, showed a considerable impact on the 

result. As well as what kind of factors the subjects considered when adjusting the artificial reverb. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Intro 

A mixing engineer’s every day tools when listening, analyzing, and taking decisions about musical 

material is the reproduction system and the monitors, which are placed in a physical space. This 

physical space or room has a big impact on how the monitors and therefore the material sounds. 

These two components, the playback system and the room, are fundamental factors in mixing and 

must be consistent, in the sense of being reliable to the engineer. The engineer must understand how 

these components impact the audio when critically listening. According to Toole (2008), the human 

brain is able to adapt to different environments, it has perceptual plasticity, meaning the ability to 

adapt and change trough an individual’s life to function within different and new conditions. 

Leonard, King and Sikora (2012) implies that the experience of the playback of music is always 

linked to the acoustical environment, it does not matter whether the listener is a casual listener or a 

professional audio engineer. This may not be a problem for the casual listener, but professional 

engineers have always strived to minimize the rooms impact on their decisions when mixing. If a 

room is poorly treated or lacking the characteristics of a professional control or listening room the 

engineer might make wrong or poor decisions when adding effects, using equalizers or compression 

tools. Due to shrinking budgets and the progression to make the production process more efficient, 

more and more music production is takin place in rooms without suitable acoustical treatment. As 

stated earlier, Toole (2008) imply that plasticity of the human brain is strong enough to overcome a 

lot of acoustic imperfections. In the study made by Leonard et al. (2012), the result point towards 

the phenomenon that acoustical environment does affect the engineer’s decision making and that 

the acoustical environment is important when balancing levels between artificial reverb and a dry 

signal. 

 

One of the characteristics of a control room, which is likely to affect the engineer’s decision making 

is natural reverberation. This natural reverberation is part of how the room environment affects the 

material. Rooms need to be predictable in order for the engineer to understand the impact of the 

natural reverberation on what is heard through the speakers. This is particularly important since the 

engineer often is adding effects to the very material which is played through the monitors, were 

artificial reverb is one of the most common ones. Artificial reverb is an effect which is frequently 

used in today’s music productions on any genres and one of the most important effects used. 

Artificial reverb can be digitally created with algorithms or acoustically recorded in a physical 

space. There are also convolution reverbs based on impulse responses which make it possible to 

digitally simulate a physical space. When adding reverb to a dry signal the signal is perceptually 

placed in a virtual room. Not only does the natural room reverberation impact what is heard through 

the speakers, but more specifically, the natural reverberation impacts how the artificial reverb is 

heard. This can influence the engineer’s decisions when adjusting parameters in the settings of the 

artificial reverb or when balancing levels in the mixdown process. Case (2007) implies that even 

slight changes in the studio reverb can have a significant effect on the overall recording. 

 

1.2 Control room and acoustic designs 

In every room there is natural reverberation. In order to understand how natural reverberation 

develops in a room, the design of a control room needs to be understood. Everest and Pohlmann 

(2009) describes that through proper design of a control room, a desired natural reverberation time 

can be achieved. Absorption and room dimensions affect the reverb time of the natural 

reverberation, which can be either extended or minimized. The reverberation time can be measured 

with a method called RT60. What is measured when using this method is the time it takes from the 

sounds initial start and for it to drop 60 dB. When a reverberation time of 0.3 seconds is stated it is 

equivalent to a decay rate of 60 dB/0.3 sec. The procedure of measuring reverb time is dependent 
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on the spectral content of the signal that initiated the reverberation. Pink noise is therefore often 

used since it contains roughly equal energy over all the frequencies audible to the human ear. All 

frequencies should be considered when trying to understand how the natural reverberation behaves. 

Rather than relying on a single number to describe reverb time it can be helpful to measure low 

frequency, mid frequency, and high frequency reverb time. The preferred approach is to measure 

reverb time as a function of octave bands or third octave bands. 

 

When designing a control room there are other aspects than the reverb time in order for the room to 

be of professional quality. The reverb time of the natural reverberation is as stated frequency 

dependent, and the frequency response of the room directly affects the characteristic of the natural 

reverberation in a room. As the frequency content of the signal, which initiates the natural 

reverberation of the room, affect the frequency content of the natural reverb, the rooms overall 

frequency response directly affects the natural reverberation. The size, shape and materials used 

when constructing the space is directly connected to the frequency response of the room and 

therefore the reverb time for the different octave bands. (Everest et al., 2009) 

 

According to Everest et al. (2009) Live End Dead End (LEDE) is one of the more common 

techniques when designing a control room. The entire front part of the control room is treated with 

absorbing material, so called “Dead End”. This improves the clarity and the stereo image in the 

control room. The initial time delay gap (ITDG) is also controlled and extended which gives the 

listener the impression of a larger room. The ITDG should be longer than 7 ms in order for a control 

room to be considered of professional quality, if this condition is fulfilled, the direct sound isn’t 

being affected by lateral reflections. The rear endof the room is made live (live end) to maintain a 

suitable amount of natural reverberation and is the part of the room were the changes in the natural 

reverberation time can be adjusted. Since most of the music is consumed in home environment, 

preferably, the decay rate shouldn’t be longer than the average home listening room. In a study 

made by Jackson and Leventhall (1972) 50 british home were measured using octave bands of 

noise. The average decay rate was found from 0.69 s at 125 Hz to 0.4 s at 8 kHz. The rooms were of 

varying shapes and sizes. (Jackson and Leventhall (1972) as cited in Everest et al., 2009) 

 

To investigate what RT60 of a natural reverberation in a control room professional engineers 

preferred, an experiment was conducted by Tervo, Laukkanen, Pätynen and Lokki (2014). The 

experiment involved 13 mixing engineers stationed in Finland. Spatial room impulses responses of 

9 different critical listening environments were recorded using an array of microphones placed in 

the listening position at approximately the same height as the ears of a working audio engineer in 

that particular room. Standard acoustic parameters, side wall energy reflections, reverberation time, 

early decay time and clarity were calculated from the measured impulse responses. The impulse 

responses were then encoded using the Spatial Decomposition Method (SDM) and played back 

through 30 loudspeakers in an anechoic chamber. The control rooms were convolved using three 

different music excerpts. The audio engineers were placed in the anechoic chamber and instructed 

to listen to the convolved control rooms and rate them based on which they would prefer to work in. 

Tervo et al. (2014) interviewed the subjects and they were asked what attributes they considered 

when deciding which of the control rooms they preferred, “reverberation” and “reverberance” was 

common attributes used by the subjects. The major part of their preference could be explained by 

using standard acoustic parameters of a critical listening environment, clarity and natural 

reverberance. Based on information from this paper, not considering the side wall reflections 

(lateral energy fraction), clarity and early decay time which were also investigated in this study, a 

mixing control rooms natural reverberation time is preferred when at 0.13 to 0.21 s. These values 

are also in line with Rumsey, Griesinger, Holman, Sawaguchi, Steinke, Theile, and Wakatuki 

(2001) recommendations when designing a professional control room. 
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1.3 Engineer perspective while adding artificial reverb 

In the recording process of today’s pop music, the engineer often chooses to record instruments and 

vocals with little to no natural reverberation. Therefore, the production relies heavily on artificial 

reverb. Highly absorbent recording studios is used by the recording engineer in order to capture the 

direct sound from the instrument. Artificial reverb is then added in the mixdown process. The 

artificial reverberation is an emulation of natural reverberation, a complex signal which is 

problematic to reduce it to a handful of numbers. However, this is still attempted in modern reverb 

devices or software. In order to change or mold the artificial reverberation devices or plug in 

software, the qualities of the reverberation are summarized in a short list of parameters. These 

parameters need adjustment in order to make the artificial reverb flow with the music. “Experienced 

recording engineers know that even slight changes to a studio reverb setting can have a significant 

effect on the overall recording.” (Case, 2007, p. 265). The adjustment of an artificial reverbs is a 

delicate task and therefore a listening environment with the right natural reverberation (0,2 s, based 

on Tervo et al. (2014)) is needed.  

 

The most important parameters that needs to be adjusted are according to Case (2007) reverb time, 

bass ratio and predelay. Reverb time (RT60) or decay rate is the perceived liveness of a physical 

space. It’s the most noticeable acoustic quality. This parameter is adjusted by setting the number of 

seconds it takes for the artificial reverb to drop 60 dB in level. The parameter “bass ratio” offers a 

comparison between reverb time for lower octave bands to middle octave bands. If the RT60 of the 

lower octave bands are longer than the middle octave bands the bass ratio will be greater than one. 

The bass ratio is a dominate variable for perceived warmth and low frequency richness, the absence 

of low frequency content can make a reverb sound thin, cold or harsh. In addition to these 

parameters every professional audio engineer must understand the third reverb parameter, predelay. 

There is a time gap between the direct sound and the arrival of the first sound reflections to the 

listener, predelay is the difference in that time. In a physical space the predelay time is mostly 

determined by the size and shape of the space and it is often the sidewalls or the ceiling which 

create this first reflection. With artificial reverb the predelay can be set to any number, which is a 

false reflection of the real world. 

 

There are several different types of artificial reverbs, plates, halls, rooms, chambers, etc. all of 

which have different characteristics, e.g., different amount of warmth, harshness or low frequency 

content. The digital artificial reverb devices are capable to simulate a lot of them and are frequently 

used in today’s music production. Since the natural reverberation in a room also have a 

characteristic, in the same sense as artificial reverberation, these different characteristics in the 

artificial reverb can be problematic when it is combined the characteristics of natural reverberation. 

 

1.4 Previous research 

Leonard et al. (2012) made research on how natural reverberation in a control room affect a mixing 

engineers decision making when balancing artificial reverberation level to a classical recording with 

little to no natural reverberation. The study relates the acoustic and the perceptual studies to 

practical tasks seen in the real world. The goal was to mimic a regular task of an audio engineer, the 

obvious choice was the mix process. Both balancing level and adding effects is involved in the mix 

process, while the latter is more genre specific, reverb is used in almost all genres. In classical 

productions artificial reverberation might be the only effect used, making it perfect to involve in a 

test scenario. 

 

The method used in the study was an active listening test were trained listeners, listened to 30 

seconds excerpts of a dry stereo mix. Their task was to balance the level of an artificial reverb to 
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that excerpt. A commercial stereo mix featuring an orchestra and a soprano was used as stimuli. The 

orchestra was recorded dry. The voice was recorded separately and could be presented with natural 

ambience or very little reverberation. The artificial reverb was produced by a standard algorithmic 

reverb and was recorded beforehand as a separate audio file. Data was collected on the final level 

set, the time elapsed per trial and a histogram of the level adjustment. The test was conducted in 

medium sized control room in two consecutive days, 3-way monitors of high quality was used, and 

together the system displayed a flat frequency response. The room were on the second day 

manipulated with triple-painted drywall and plywood to increase the rooms natural reverberation. 

The initial room had an overall RT60 at 0,2 s and with the reflective treatment, 0,4 s. The reflective 

surfaces were most effective at low frequencies, though high frequencies were audibly affected. The 

subjects returned the second day to complete a second test. The results show that natural 

reverberation in the listening room has a considerable effect on the artificial reverberation level set 

to the mix. The artificial reverb was mixed lower in the environment with the reflecting treatment. 

The human brain can according to previous work adapt to non-ideal listening environments. But 

through this work the more intricate mixing tasks seems to be affected by the acoustical 

environment. The study shows that minor differences in reflected energy can influence the use of 

artificial reverb. In the authors conclusion they state that minimally treated bedrooms or on-location 

studios may not be sufficient enough to cover all the parts in music production. 

 

1.5 Aim 

This bachelor thesis is based on the findings done in previous research. What the previous research 

didn’t investigate was if the natural reverberation in a control room can affect the adjustment of 

more complicated parameter adjustment in an artificial reverb. Since the natural reverberation in a 

control seems to affect the decisions when balancing levels, it can be argued that there is a similar 

connection between natural reverberation and adjusting parameters as well as natural reverberation 

and choosing the characteristic of an artificial reverb. As Case (2007) describes, even slight changes 

to a studio reverb setting can have a significant effect on the overall recording. The aim for this 

study is to accumulate knowledge of the natural reverberations influence of the mixing engineer’s 

decisions, and dig deeper into other genres, mixing tasks and situations. Hopefully this study will 

add to the already existing knowledge that Leonard et al. (2012) has provided. 

 

The factors and findings described above support the idea that the natural reverb in control rooms 

impact the mixing engineer’s decisions. There is still a lot of music productions processed in 

traditional control rooms and the need for consistent and reliable critical listening rooms is an 

ongoing issue. However, these findings around the interactions between natural and artificial reverb 

in mixing, becomes important as the music production progresses towards poorly treated acoustical 

environments. In today’s music production, ordinary bedrooms serve as music production work 

places, which doesn’t have to be a bad thing, we just need to know how to handle these new 

situations. More research in this area can help decide what should be considered when trying to 

acoustically improve a poorly treated space. There is still a lot of music productions processed in 

traditional control rooms and the need for consistent and reliable critical listening rooms is needed.  

 

The aim of this study is to investigate if in a pop context, a correlation between the natural 

reverberation in a critical listening environment and the adjustment of an artificial reverb can be 

found. In other words, when adjusting the parameter “reverb time” (decay rate) of an artificial 

reverb, will the engineer adjust the parameters differently depending on the RT60 of the natural 

reverberation? 
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2 Method 
 

2.1 Glossary 

Table 1. Glossary of frequently used terms in the study. 

 

Term Description 

RL 
Reverb level, a parameter of the artificial reverb each subject 

adjusts in the test. 

RT 
Reverb time (decay rate), a parameter of the artificial reverb 

each subject adjusts in the test. 

RT60 How long it takes for a sound to fall 60 dB in level.  

 

2.2 Main test overview 

An active listening test were conducted. Students from the audio engineering program at LTU – 

School of Music, adjusted RL and RT of an artificial reverb. The reverb was applied on a lead vocal 

in a pop context. The test was conducted in two different listening environments, with different 

amount of RT60 in the natural reverberation. 

 

2.3 The control room, the listening environment 

The control room chosen and used in both the pre-study and the main test was a control room in 

LTU – School of Music, named “Kontrollrum 2” or “G106”. This room was chosen because it is 

frequently used for both mixing and mastering by audio engineering and music students at the LTU 

KKL campus Piteå. The room is one of the six professional control rooms on campus and is often 

mentioned the best sounding control room/listening room by students and teachers. It is a relatively 

big control room, the RT60 of the natural reverberation in the room is approximately 0,87 s, which 

is quite long for a professional control room, the ITDG is longer than 7 ms. This control was treated 

with diffusing and absorbing panels to achieve two different environments, two different values for 

RT60. 

 

 
Figure 1 – The featured control room. (Kontrollrum 2, G106) 

2.3.1 Absorptive treatment 

In order to maintain the characteristics of the room when lowering the RT60 of the natural 

reverberation, it was important to lower the RT60 equally over all the frequencies. The room was 
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treated with six sound-absorbing panels of porous material. The panels measured 0,4 * 1,6 * 2,0 m. 

The lowest frequency they affected in theory was 214 Hz. The panels were placed around the room 

10 cm from the wall, which made them affecting frequencies down to 172 Hz. The panels were 

placed on the reflecting surfaces of the room. Important to notice is that they weren’t placed in front 

of any diffusors to avoid changing the diffusing qualities of the room. This treatment was used in 

the listening test as the absorbed (Abs.) environment. (Everest et al., 2009) 

 

 
Figure 2 – Placement of absorbing panels. 

2.3.2 Diffusing treatment 

Four diffusing panels was placed in the room to cover the already absorbing areas of the room. It 

was important to not add any unwanted reflections but to retain the same characteristic of the room. 

Since the RT60 of the natural reverberation in the room already was relatively high, the 

diffusing/reflective treatment was sparse. The diffusors were built from masonite and slabs of 

wood. The diffusors measured 0,6 * 1,2 m each and were efficient between 349 and 6348 Hz. This 

treatment was used as the diffused (diff.) environment in the listening test. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Placement of diffusing panels. 
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2.3.3 Measuring RT60 

The RT60 was measured in the listening position or the “sweetspot”. The microphone used with the 

Clio software was placed in 5 different positions around the listening position. In position 1-4 the 

microphone was placed 0,5 m from the listening position, in the same height as the listener. In 

position 5 the microphone was placed in the listening position but heightened 0,4 m. A mean from 

these 5 positions was calculated. The mean of the five positions represents the RT60 of the natural 

reverberation in the listening position of the control room. When calculating the mean of the 5 

positions, values from 160 Hz to 8kHz was used, it is problematic to temporarily change the natural 

reverberation in low frequencies and most acousticians would not call it reverberation, instead use 

words like modes or ringing frequencies. 

 

 
Figure 4 – Microphone positions. 

2.3.4 Measured RT60 of the different acoustic treatments 

 

Table 6. RT60 of the three different treatments/environments. 

 

Treatment RT60, full freq. (s) RT60, 160 - 8k Hz (s)  

Neutral (no treatment) 0,88 0,88 

Diffusing treatment 0,90 0,88 

Absorptive treatment 0,56 0,51 

 

The measured RT60 of the environments used in this test were 0,88 vs 0,51 s. The difference 

between the abs. and diff. environments are approximately 0,4 s. The difference between 

environments was clearly audible. In the diagram below the measured RT60 is displayed. The grey 

line (Neutral) represents the RT60 of the room with no additional treatment. The diffusing treatment 

is represented with the red line and the blue line represents the absorptive treatment, grey line 

represents the room with no additional acoustic treatment. 
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Figure 5 – Measured RT60 for the treated and untreated environments. 

2.4 Stimuli 

2.4.1 Stimuli, requirements and mix 

The stimuli used in both the pre-study and the main test were a recording done in one of the 

professional studios of LTU – School of Music in Piteå. For a recording to be considered for the test 

a set of attributes was required. A multitrack recording was obligatory since artificial reverb were to 

be applied on single elements in the mix. The focus of this study was a pop context, therefore the 

instruments in the recording were required to be a traditional pop setup, drums, bass, 

guitar/keyboard and vocals. Since the intention was to add the desired amount of reverb on the 

vocals, the recording needed to be recorded in a dry room, with little to no natural reverberation. 

Since very few recordings are done in anechoic rooms, a certain amount of natural ambience was 

acceptable, which also made the stimuli ecologically valid. The recording was required to be of 

professional studio quality to fit the context of a professional mixing situation. The chosen 

recording was a cover of Carrie Underwood’s “Before he Cheats” from the album “Some Hearts”. 

 

The recording consisted of: 

Drums Bass guitar 

Acoustic guitar Bouzouki 

Clean electric guitar Dirty electric guitar 

Piano Violin 

Steel guitar Female lead vocals 

Female backing vocals  

 

A basic, traditional mix was applied on the multitrack recording, including sparse reverb on snare 

drum and guitars. The mix was done in Pro Tools (Avid Technology, 1991) and only plugin 

software was used for signal processing. The artificial reverb software used in the mix was 
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“Seventh Heaven Professional”, a software reproduction of the Bricasti M7, a famous and 

frequently used hardware reverberation tool (Liquidsonics, 2014) and “Little Plate” (Soundtoys, 

1995). The second verse of the song was cut to be the 24 s long stimuli. 

 

Plugin software used in the mix: 

TimeAdjuster, Channel strip, EQ III 7-band, EQ III 1-band, Dyn3 Compressor/Limiter, ModDelay 

3, BF-76 (Avid Technology, 1991). Nova Dynamic Eq, VOS Slick Eq (Tokyo Down Records, 

1997). Seventh heaven Professional (Liquidsonics, 2014). Little Plate (Soundtoys, 1995) 

  

2.4.2 The artificial reverb 

In the main test, the subjects adjusted the parameters “gain” and “reverb time” of the Seventh 

Heaven Professional. The preset “Medium Hall” from the category “Halls1” was used. Filtering 

was applied, HPF @ 388 Hz and absence filter @ 1,68 kHz, -2,5 dB, Q-value = 0,50. 

 

2.4.3 Practice stimuli 

The intro of the recording was cut to a 15 second excerpt, with the purpose of being a practice piece 

for the subjects. The intro did not contain any lead vocal, instead the Seventh Heaven Professional 

was applied on a lead steel guitar. 

 

2.5 Pre-study and stimuli try-out 

Four students from the third year of the audio engineering program participated in the pre-study 

which was conducted in the featured control room. The mix planned to be used in the main test was 

tried out in the pre-study. Information about how long the excerpt should be for the main test was 

collected. The subjects in the pre-study did three tasks and upon completion of these tasks answered 

a questionnaire. The first task was to adjust the listening level to where they felt comfortable mixing 

at. The remaining tasks were to listen to the mix and by preference adjust the RL and the RT of the 

artificial reverb software. The information given in the pre-study later shaped the settings and the 

instructions for the main test. The questionnaire and instructions for the pre-study can be found in 

Appendix B and C. 

 

Table 7 shows results from the pre-study. The table includes mean values for listening level and 

fixed values for RL and RT used in the main test.  

 

Table 7. Pre-study results. 

 

Subject Listening Level (dB) Reverb Level (dB) Reverb Time (s) 

1 -29,0 25,7 0,80 

2 -15,3 21,2 1,85 

3 -35,6 23,4 1,85 

4 -21,2 20,4 1,40 

Mean -25,3 22,7 1,48 
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2.6 Main test 

2.6.1 Preparations 

The listening level used in the main test was a mean of the listening level set by the subjects in the 

pre-study. The level was raised 1 dB because the level set in the pre-study was done when the room 

was in its original state. The absorptive treatment of the room lowered the perceived listening level, 

and to even that out the listening level was raised. In the qualitative data collected from the pre-

study the subjects implied that the level of the vocal in the mix was too loud, therefore the vocals 

was lowered 0,5 dB. A midicontroller with two continuous rotary knobs controlled RL and RT. 

Only the parameter the subject was to adjust was available. Two regular buttons on the controller 

served as play and stop. All other buttons and knobs on the controller were covered up with a lid, 

unavailable to see or adjust by the subject. The midicontroller was connected to Reaper (Cockos, 

2004) via an RME Fireface 800. 

 

Case (2009) suggest that the three most important parameters of the reverb is reverb time, pre-delay 

and bass ratio. The parameter “Bass Ratio” was not chosen as one of the adjustable parameters in 

the test. The natural reverberation in low frequencies isn’t necessarily considered reverberation, and 

instead their often seen as resonating frequencies. Also, the manipulation of the room acoustics 

might not affect the lower frequencies. Pre-delay was also removed, since it is a parameter that is 

often adjusted to the bpm of the song. The parameters that were investigated in this test were reverb 

level (RL) and reverb time (RT, decay time).  

 

2.6.2 Procedure 

The subject’s task was to adjust RL and RT for an artificial reverb. 

 

Step 1. Read the instructions. (Appendix D and E) 

Step 2. Adjust RL and RT of the artificial reverb on the practice-part of the song. 

Step 3 (task 1). Adjust RL on the main stimuli (or RT). 

*Author walking out of the room. 

Step 4 (task 2). Adjust RT on the main stimuli (or RL if the RT was adjusted in step 3). 

Step 5. Answer Questionnaire. (Appendix F) 

 

2.6.3 Task details 

Subject tasks: Adjust two basic parameters of a vocals artificial reverb. The subject was instructed 

to adjust RL and RT to their own preference but appropriate to the genre. This to avoid that subjects 

not consequently adjusted the reverb both days. Same stimulus was used for task 1 and 2. The 

subjects had unlimited listening time.  

 

Task 1: Adjust reverb level (RL) when reverb time (RT) = fixed value 

In the pre-study the subjects set RT for the stimuli. Based on the results of the pre-study a mean was 

calculated and used as the fixed value for RT (1,48 s). The starting level of the RL was set at 0 dB 

on a scale of 48 dB, were 24 dB (center of the scale) was the initial RL of the original mix. 

 

Task 2: Adjust reverb time (RT) when reverb level (RL) = fixed value 

In the pre-study the subjects RL for the stimuli. Based on the results of the pre-study a mean was 

calculated and used as the fixed value for RL (22,7 dB). The starting level of the RT was a mean 

calculated from the results of the pre-study. The RT was adjustable between 0 and 30 s. 
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The test was done in two consecutive days. Each subject did both tasks, in both of the 

environments. The subjects were divided into two groups, group A and B. Group A did the test first 

in the abs. environment and then the diff. environment, group B made the test in the opposite order. 

This was done to avoid systematic errors. The order of which task was done first was also altered, 

the first subject in each group started with task 1 and then the task was altered for each subject. 

 

Table 2. Schedule for group A and B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Chronological order for a subject in group A, starting with task 1. 

 
Chronological 

Order 
Day Task Environment 

Parameter 

adjusted 
Fixed Value 

1 1 1 Abs. RL RT 

2 1 2 Abs. RT RL 

3 2 1 Diff. RL RT 

4 2 2 Diff. RT RL 

 

Table 4. Chronological order for a subject in group B, starting with task 2. 

 
Chronological 

Order 
Day Task Environment 

Parameter 

adjusted 
Fixed Value 

1 1 2 Diff. RT RL 

2 1 1 Diff. RL RT 

3 2 2 Abs. RT RL 

4 2 1 Abs. RL RT 

 

2.6.4 Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was given the subject upon completion of the test. The questionnaire contained five 

questions. Question two was a pure demographic question. The answers from the first question were 

condensed and categorized based on which words used as factors when adjusting the RL and RT. 

These categories were then analyzed to investigate if different factors affected the result. (Merriam, 

2014). 

 

1. “What factors did you consider when making decisions about RL and RT?” 

 

2. “Please mark the alternative that fits your experience.” (demographic question) 

 

o “I am a beginner when it comes to mixing music.” 

o “I mix music regularly, but I also work in other areas of audio engineering.” 

o “Mixing music is my specialty” 

o “Other” (Upon selecting this alternative please write with your own words what your 

experience is) 

Group Day 1 Day 2 

A Abs. environment Diff. environment 

B Diff. environment Abs. environment 
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The last three questions were to verify that listening level, type of reverb or other factors weren’t a 

problem for the subjects. 

 

3. “Did you think the listening level were a level that you are comfortable mixing at? If not, do 

you use a higher or lower listening level? 

 

4. “Do you think that the type of reverb you now have adjusted fits the genre?” 

 

5. “Anything else you want to add about the test?” 

 

2.6.5 Subjects 

16 students from audio engineering program and the studio musician program participated in the 

main test.  

 

In figure 6, a distribution the answers of the demographic question are displayed. 

 

 
Figure 6 – Distribution, subjects mixing experience. 

2.6.6 Material, equipment and resources 

 

Table 5. Material, equipment and resources used in the study. 

 

Material, equipment and resources 

DAW’s, Pro Tools (2018.7.0) and Reaper (5.95) Monitors, Klein & Hummel O410 

Computer, PC and Macbook Pro Clio system for measuring the RT60 

Reverb software, Seventh Heaven Professional (1.2.0) 

by Liquidsonics 

Diffusors, efficient in the midrange (reflecting, 

nonabsorbent). 

Midi controller, Arturia Keylab 49 Absorbing panels 

Audio interface, RME Fireface 800 2-4 audio engineers for the pre-study 

Professional control room, “Kontrollrum 2” (G106) 15-20 audio engineers for the main test 

 

  

12%

69%

19%

0%

Beginners at mixing music

Mix music regularly, but also work

in other areas of audio engineering

Mixing music is their specialty

"Other"
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3 Results & Analysis 
 

3.1 Results – Main test 

The subjects that considered themselves to be beginners at mixing, were not excluded from the 

results. When observing their results individually and comparing them to the other subjects, no 

unusual or extreme values could be found. Table 8 include mean, median and standard deviation of 

the main test results. The data is also divided in group A and B, group A contains subjects that 

started in the abs. environment, group B contains subjects that started in the diff. environment. The 

data is also divided into subjects who started adjusting RL and subjects who started adjusting RT. 

Results for each individual subject can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Table 8. Main test results, mean, median and standard deviation is presented. 

 

  Abs. RL (dB) Diff. RL (dB) Abs. RT (s) Diff. RT (s) 

ALL Mean 19,0 18,7 1,3 1,3 

  Median 18,9 18,5 1,2 1,2 

  St.dev. 3,1 3,4 0,5 0,5 

Group A Mean 18,9 19,2 1,4 1,4 

  Median 18,9 19,7 1,2 1,2 

  St.dev. 2,7 3,2 0,5 0,5 

Group B Mean 19,1 18,0 1,1 1,2 

  Median 18,1 17,8 1,2 1,3 

  St.dev. 3,6 3,4 0,4 0,4 

Start with RL Mean 20,6 19,1 1,4 1,4 

  Median 19,7 20,0 1,3 1,6 

  St.dev. 2,8 4,3 0,5 0,3 

Start with RT Mean 16,9 18,1 1,1 1,2 

  Median 17,8 17,8 1,2 0,9 

  St.dev. 2,1 1,3 0,4 0,6 

 

3.2 Analysis – Quantitive data 

Multiple two-tailed independent/paired t-tests were performed to statistically analyze the results. An 

alpha-level of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The only comparison that had statistical 

significance, was between subjects who started adjusting RL and subjects that started adjusting RT. 

 

Table 9. P-values and statistical significance. 

 
Comparison Mean 1 Mean 2 P - Value Statistical signficance 

Abs. vs Diff. All subjects RL 18,5 dB 18,7 dB 0,872 No 

Abs. vs Diff, All subjects RT 1,26 s 1,29 s 0,691 No 

Grp A vs B, Both env. RL 18,9 dB 18,1 dB 0,497 No 

Grp A vs B, Both env. RT 1,38 s 1,15 s 0,187 No 

Start adjusting RL vs RT, both env. RL 19,8 dB 17,5 dB 0,033 Yes 

Start adjusting RL vs RT, both env. RT 1,39 s 1,13 s 0,162 No 
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3.2.1 Analysis – Both environments, all subjects 

Figure 7 shows the spread of the data, including mean and median. The mean is displayed as an “x” 

and the median as a line. Extreme values or outliers are displayed as dots. 

 

  
Figure 7 – Boxplots, comparing RL and RT in abs. (white) and diff. (grey) environment. 

When looking at the results of all subjects the difference between abs. and diff. environment is RL 

= 0,3 dB and the RT = 0,0 s. A tendency can be observed, in the diff. room the RL is set slightly 

higher, although not a very strong tendency. When looking into order effects, there are bigger 

differences. 
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3.2.2 Analysis – Group A vs B 

No statistical significance was found when comparing group A and B. Although some tendencies 

can be observed through looking at the distribution and mean of the results (figure 8 and table 9). 

When combining the results of both the environments for group A, the group that started in the abs. 

environment, the mean of RL is 0,8 dB higher than group B. The difference in RT between these 

groups is 0,23 s, were group has set the higher value. A tendency can be observed, group A prefers 

more reverb than group B, although this difference could be a result of chance. 

 

   
Figure 8 – Boxplots, comparing RL and RT for group A (orange) and B (blue), combining the environments. 
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3.2.3 Analysis – Subjects start adjusting RL vs subjects start adjusting RT 

A statistical significance was found between the subjects started with RL and the subjects that 

started with RT. The distribution is presented in the boxplots below.  

 

  
Figure 9 – Boxplots, comparing subjects starting with RL (yellow) and subjects starting with RT (green). 
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3.3 Results and Analysis – Qualitative data  

From the answers of the first question (What factors did you consider when making decisions about 

RL and RT?), five categories were made. Full answers can be found in Appendix E. 

 

Categories: 

1. Natural sound / The artificial reverb should add something but not be “heard” 

2. Genre 

3. Tempo / timing (phrases/bpm) 

4. Balance towards the rest of the mix/reverb of other instruments 

5. Clarity / definition in the sound image 

 

Category 2 showed a great difference versus the rest of the subjects. The difference was statistically 

significant. 

 

Table 10. P-values for one chosen category that showed statistical significance. 

 

Comparison Mean 1 Mean 2 P - Value Statistical significance 

Cat. 2 vs the rest, RL 16,7 dB 19,5 dB 0,031 Yes 

Cat. 2 vs the rest, RT 0,94 s 1,39 s 0,010 Yes 

 

The subjects in category 2 explicitly stated that the genre made an impact on how they adjusted the 

artificial reverb. The difference is presented in Figure 10. 

 

  
Figure 10 – Boxplots, comparing subjects in category 2 (red) with rest of the subjects (grey). 
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4 Discussion 
 

4.1 Conclusion 

When looking at the whole subject pool, the results show a small difference when comparing the 

results from the abs. environment and the diff. environment. The RT60 of the natural reverberation 

doesn’t seem, in this study, to affect the audio engineer’s decision when adding artificial reverb. A 

small tendency can be observed, the overall RL is set 0,3 dB higher in the diff. environment. The 

difference is small and might as well be chance. In this study the subjects were able to adapt and 

overcome the acoustic differences in the environments. The abs. and diff. treatment did not affect 

the subjects. However, there were great difference between the order in which the subjects did the 

tasks and the which environment they started in. Difference was both easily spotted in boxplots and 

were statically significant. The progress towards music production in poorly treated bedrooms 

might not be too harsh on the quality of the mix, instead the engineers must expand their ability to 

adapt and mix in different environment.  

 

4.2 The control room 

The control room that was used in this study was a relatively large control room with a high RT60, 

0,5 – 0,9 s. Leonard et al. (2012) used a medium sized control room with a RT60 between 0,2 – 0,4 

s. Obviously, it’s difficult to achieve low RT60 values in large spaces due to basic physics. But this 

means the reflective environment used in their research was less reverberant than the dry 

environment used in this study. The perceived difference between the two environments might be 

smaller when the RT60 times are higher than 0,5 s. And this might explain why the difference in 

these results are small. The difference between the abs. and diff. environment in this study was 

clearly audible, but a larger difference between the results could have been achieved if, for example, 

the environments had RT60 values at 0,2 s respectively 0,9 s. 

 

An important acoustical factor in a professional is the ITDG. The ITDG in a professional 

environment should be longer than 7 ms to avoid that lateral reflections affects the direct sound 

from the monitors. Since the lateral reflections has a long way to travel in a large control room, the 

ITDG is rarely a problem. The room chosen for this study was considered a large control room and 

should contain an appropriate ITDG. If the ITDG is longer than 7 ms it can be argued that the 

reverberance of the room doesn’t affect the listener as much as if it had been shorter than 7 ms. 

There is no information in Leonard et al. (2012) research about the ITDG in their featured control 

room, only that the control room was smaller than the one used in this study. There is a chance that 

more prominent reflections be introduced when temporarily placing flat, reflective surfaces in a 

medium size control room. There is chance that these reflections might affected the lateral 

reflections and therefore also affecting the result. 

 

4.3 The order effect 

Previous research done by Leonard et al. (2012) shows a result in which there are a difference 

between the two listening environments. However, the results in this study are not in line with 

conclusions of that research and may be explained through the differences in the method. One of the 

major differences in the method is the order of the environments, in the test conducted by Leonard 

et al. (2012) all the subjects performs the mixing tasks first in a dry environment and then in a wet 

environment, the order of which environment the subjects started in might have affected the results. 

In this study the subjects are divided into group A and B. Group A perform the tasks in the abs. 

environment first and group B in the diff. environment first. As presented in the results there is a 

difference between the groups, group A set the reverb 0,8 dB higher than group B. The interesting 

part with this finding is that approximately 1 dB difference between the environments can be found 

in the research done by Leonard et al. (2012). There is a chance that this difference might not have 
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been the effect of the acoustical treatment, instead it might have been an effect of the order of the 

environments.  

 

As observed in the result, there was a statistically significant difference between the subjects that 

started with RL and the subjects that started with RT. The order in which these parameters are 

adjusted clearly makes a difference. The subjects that started adjusting RL set the reverb to a higher 

RL and RT. The RL is arguably the first reverb parameter an engineer reaches after in a mix 

situation. When the subjects are restricted to start adjusting the RT it might have made them 

insecure and therefore setting it low to ensure it’s not “too much”. This creates a reference, and 

when they later adjust the RL parameter, they want to make it sound similar to when they adjusted 

RT. 

 

4.4 The subject pool 

The subject pool used in this study consisted of 16 students from the audio engineering program and 

the studio musician program. A group of people that typically changes their listening environments 

every day. The students tend to mix in their student apartment with a home studio setup and then go 

and compare their mixes in the professional studios at the school’s facilities. The students get used 

to changing environments on a daily basis and this might make them less affected by the change of 

acoustical environment in this test. To some extent, the brains ability to adapt to different 

environments can be unconsciously expanded through being and listening in different acoustical 

environments. (Toole, 2008) 

 

The aim for the test were to collect data from between 15 – 20 subjects, that goal was accomplished. 

But the number of subjects is arguably too small to fully investigate if the order of which room the 

subjects started in was a factor that should be accounted for in this kind of listening tests. The pool 

of subjects should consist of up to 25 – 30 participating subjects to fully be able to make that 

statement. However, tendencies were discovered, and conclusion based on the results could be 

drawn. 

 

4.5 Qualitative categories 

When analyzing Category 2, which included four subjects that used “genre” as a factor for their 

reverb settings, it was found that they set lower values for RL and RT vs the rest of the subjects. 

The difference was significant. Although it might be hard to hard to draw a conclusion from this 

finding, some speculations might be appropriate. The song can be described as a tight pop country 

recording with a distinct groove and medium tempo. With this in mind it might be appropriate to set 

the reverb to a subtle, tight reverb that doesn’t blur the definition of the mix and might an 

explanation to why subjects in Cat.2 set the reverb significantly lower than the rest of the subjects. 

 

4.6 Stimuli and test mechanics 

The stimuli consisted of a typical pop setup and had a clear tempo and rhythm. Although there were 

great differences between the RT the subjects set the fact that many of the subjects adjusted the 

reverb to the tempo of the song can’t be denied. The stimuli were also mixed with sparse reverb and 

this may create a reference for which RT and RL the reverbs “should” have. There was a plate 

reverb in the snare drum, it is possible that the subjects could hear that and tried to mimic it to fit 

the vocal in the mix. 

 

When adjusting one of the parameters the other one was fixed at a pre-decided value. In the real 

world a mixing engineer always have the possibility to adjust all available parameters freely. The 

test could have been designed so that the subjects had the possibility to adjust both parameters at the 

same time, which might have made the test more ecologically valid. The problem with this method 
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is that the parameters might then affect each other which make the results harder to analyze and 

more advanced methods for analyzing would have been needed. 

 

4.7 Qualitative evaluation of the result 

When listening to the result and comparing them to each other, some interesting things are 

observed. When typing in the values from the statistically significant results, the means of the 

subjects that started with RL and the ones that started with RT, there is a clear audible difference. 

The vocals get a lot more space and are perceived to be further back in the mix. The lower setting is 

in my opinion more appropriate for the song, the vocals is clearer and less muddy. 

 

4.8 Future work 

This study digs a little bit deeper into how the acoustical environments affects the engineer’s 

decision, there are many ways to explore this even further. Future research could focus on using 

other qualities of the critical listening environment. Such as adding prominent unwanted reflections 

to mimic the way a regular bedroom might behave. This could investigate even further on how 

bedrooms mixing impacts todays mixes. Another interesting topic would be to completely change 

between different rooms, to investigate what different professional control rooms might add to the 

mix. The control rooms used in this and previous research were quite different, and it would be 

interesting to see what findings could be made when conducted a test in a smaller room than in this 

study, but larger than previous research. Finally, other types genres or recordings could have been 

interesting to tryout in additional active listening tests. 
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6 Appendices 
 

Appendix A – Main test results, individual subjects 

 

Subject Group RL/RT first Abs. RL (dB) Diff. RL (dB) Abs. RT (s) Diff. RT (s) 

1 A RL 17,0 18,9 1,25 1,20 

2 A RT 17,0 20,4 1,10 1,10 

3 A RL 19,7 12,1 1,15 1,05 

4 A RT 14,0 17,4 0,60 0,65 

5 A RL 21,9 22,7 2,05 1,85 

6 A RT 18,9 16,6 1,15 0,85 

7 A RL 23,8 23,1 1,95 1,60 

8 A RT 18,9 19,7 1,95 2,55 

9 A RL 19,3 21,5 1,10 1,60 

10 B RL 24,9 20,0 1,60 1,60 

11 B RT 17,8 17,0 1,20 0,85 

12 B RL 19,3 17,4 1,15 0,85 

13 B RT 13,6 18,1 0,60 0,55 

14 B RL 16,6 11,7 0,50 1,25 

15 B RT 18,1 17,8 1,20 1,50 

16 B RL 23,1 24,2 1,60 1,65 

 

 

Appendix B – Pre-study instructions 

 

1. Börja med att lyssna på materialet. 

 

2. Justera lyssningsnivån till en nivå du känner dig bekväm att mixa i. Justera helst inte 

lyssningsnivån något ytterligare under tiden du mixningen. 

 

3. Justera reverbets nivå (RL) och decayrate (RT) enligt ditt tycke men som ändå passar genren. 

Reverbet som används är en ”hall”. 

 

4. Efter du justerat reverbets nivå till efter ditt tycke, var vänlig pausa låten lämna reglagen i den 

positionen som du justerade den till. 

 

5. Svara på frågorna i formuläret. 

 

Appendix C – Pre-study questionnaire 

 
Tycker du att reverbet passar till musiken? Om inte, vad skulle du vilja ändra? 

 

Vad tycker du generellt om mixen? Är det något som borde ändras för att passa genren? 

 

Var materialet för långt/kort/Lagom i tid för att få en uppfattning om ljudbilden? 
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Appendix D – Main test instructions (starting with RL) 

 

Du är placerad i en mixsituation. Du kommer att ha möjligheten att spela upp ett utdrag ur en låt 

med hjälp av play/pause -knapparna. 

 

Du ska få utföra 2 olika uppgifter. 

 

Uppgift 1  

Justera nivån för sångens reverb (Reverb Level, RL). 

 

Justera reverbet efter din preferens, men som ändå är lämpligt för genren. Du har obegränsat antal 

lyssningar på utdraget. Till din hjälp har du ett roterande reglage, reglaget är placerat framför dig 

och med hjälp av märkningen bör du kunna urskilja vilket reglage som ska användas. 

 

När du är klar med uppgiften, pausa uppspelningen och lämna reglaget i den positionen som du 

justerade den till. 

 

Meddela när du är klar. 

 

Uppgift 2 

Samma uppgift och procedur som uppgift 1, fast nu nu är uppgiften att justera reverbtiden (Reverb 

Time, RT). 

 

Efter att du gjort bägge uppgifterna, svara på frågorna i formuläret. 

 

Appendix E – Main test instructions (starting with RT) 

 

Du är placerad i en mixsituation. Du kommer att ha möjligheten att spela upp ett utdrag ur en låt 

med hjälp av play/pause -knapparna. 

 

Du ska få utföra 2 olika uppgifter. 

 

Uppgift 1  

Justera efterklangstiden för sångens reverb (Reverb Time, RT). 

 

Justera reverbet efter din preferens, men som ändå är lämpligt för genren. Du har obegränsat antal 

lyssningar på utdraget. Till din hjälp har du ett roterande reglage, reglaget är placerat framför dig 

och med hjälp av märkningen bör du kunna urskilja vilket reglage som ska användas. 

 

När du är klar med uppgiften, pausa uppspelningen och lämna reglaget i den positionen som du 

justerade den till. 

 

Meddela när du är klar. 

 

Uppgift 2 

Samma uppgift och procedur som uppgift 1, fast nu är uppgiften att justera reverbnivån för sången 

(Reverb Level, RL). 

 

Efter att du gjort bägge uppgifterna, svara på frågorna i formuläret. 
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Appendix F – Main test questionnaire 

 

1. Vilka faktorer tog du i beaktning då du fattade ditt beslut om reverbnivå och reverbtid? 

 

2. Kryssa i det alternativ som stämmer in på dig. 

 

 Jag är nybörjare när det kommer till mixning av musik. 

  

 Jag mixar musik regelbundet, men jobbar mest i andra områden av ljudproduktion. 

 

 Att mixa musik är min specialitet. 

 

 Annat:  

 

3. Tyckte du att lyssningsnivån var okej att mixa på? Om inte, använder du en starkare eller svagare 

lyssningsnivå då du mixar? 

 

4. Tycker du att den typ av reverb som du nu fått skruva på, passar till musiken/genren? 

 

5. Är det något annat som du skulle vilja tillägga? 

 

Appendix G – Main test answers 

 

Subject Answer (question 1) 

1 Dag 1 ”Genren, Hur torra/blöta de andra instrumenten vara. 

Låtens tempo. Mixen/nivåerna mellan de olika instrumenten 

1 Dag 2 ”Genren, låtens ”berättelse”. 

Nivåer av andra instrument i mixen:” 

2 Dag 1 ”Jag tänkte länge på genren och var jag kunde se stycket spelas live. Sedan försökte jag efterskapa den lokalens egna 

efterklang, blandat med min egna preferens. 

Jag ville bara höra efterklangen med en kort svans efter transienterna i sången och inte lika mycket efter de långa tonerna.”  

2 Dag 2 ”Jag försökte föreställa mig en lokal där denna genren skulle spelas och hur efterklangen skulle låta där. Det utgick jag ifrån 

och sedan justerade jag efter min preferens. Min preferens är subtila reverb som mest är där för att det ska låta naturligt.” 

3 Dag 1 ”Sången skulle få lite mer rum än instrumenten. 

Vid justering av reverbtid hade jag velat ha högre nivå på reverbet” 

3 Dag 2 Reverbet skulle lyfta sången ur mixen men inte ta över, alltså fortfarande vara samma rum som instrumenten.” 

4 Dag 1 ”För reverbnivå: avståndskänsla. Med så pass basig/intim röst upplevdes en högre reverbnivå som att reverbet stod ut från 

övriga mixen på ett genremässigt olämpligt sätt.  

För reverbtid: defenition i ljudbilden. En längre reverbtid smetade ut transienterna och ljudbilden upplevdes som mer diffus. 

Båda faktorerna påverkade båda parametrarna men främst på det sätt som beskrivits ovan.” 

4 Dag 2 ”Närhet och tydlighet. För RT var det främst närhet och intimitet där en kortare RT var mer passande till låten enligt mig. 

För RL upplevde jag att sången blev tydligare ju lägre nivå reverbet hade.” 

5 Dag 1 ”förhållandet mellan reverbnivå mot sångnivån en kortare reverbtid gör att man kan ha en starkare reverbnivå tycker jag. 

I första delen där man endast skulle ändra reverbnivån ville jag också ändra på reverbtiden. 

Jag tyckte att jag hittade en bra nivå men ville ha en längre reverbtid.” 
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5 Dag 2 ”Nivå på sången och hur den förhåller sig till resten av instrumenten” 

6 Dag 1 ”Jag ville att reverbet skulle kännas mer än höras. Reverbtiden skulle kännas stor men inte såsigt lång” 

6 Dag 2 ”Det var viktigt med en balanserad nivå. Reverbet ska kännas men inte ta för mycket plats.” 

7 Dag 1 ”Tydlighet, jag ville inte att reverbet skulle vara ”ivägen”. 

Timing, reverbtiden skulle passa rytmiskt med sången” 

7 Dag 2 ”Timing och tydlighet. (tydlighet för sången, inte reverbet)” 

8 Dag 1 ”Reverbtid – att rumsklangen hann rinna ut innan nästa frasering. 

Reverbnivå – att inte rumsklangen är hörbar, men ändå hjälper till att flytta bak sången.” 

8 Dag 2 ”Reverbnivå – tillräckligt för att precis höras 

Reverbtid – att det han klinga ut innan nästa sång-frasering” 

9 Dag 1 ”Nivå: maskerar det något? Blir mixen ”grötig” Eller stökig? Är den tillräckligt stark för att bidra med något, utan att ta för 

mycket fokus? 

Tid: Timing till bpm, hörs reverbet över nästa fras eller dör den märkbart innan frasen? Jag siktade på att reverb dör precis 

när nästa fras börjar.” 

9 Dag 2 ”Nivå: tar det fokus? Bidrar det med något? Jag siktar helst på att reverbet ska supporta (stötta) sången och fylla ut mer än 

vara en cool effekt. 

Tid: till fraserna, överskrider efterklangen nästa fras så backar jag tiden. 

10 Dag 1 ”Med reverbnivån försökte jag lyssna så att reverbet var tillräckligt starkt för att tillföra något men inte för starkt för att 

dränka sången eller instrumenten. 

Reverbtiden ställde jag efter rytmen i musiken. Jag kände mig nöjd när reverbet slutade hyffsat i time med musiken.” 

10 Dag 2 ”Med Reverbnivån justerade jag ratten till det kändes som att reverbet gav en förbättring av sången men inte ”slaskade” till 

den eller markerade instrumenten. 

Reverbtiden justerade jag till det kändes som att reverbet ”dog” i time med musiken” 

11 Dag 1 ”Nivå: Plats i mixen (hur mycket plats sången tar och hur stort rum rösten ”placeras i”) jämfört med instrumenten, 

separation/tydlighet i sången. 

Tid: Plats i mixen (jämfört med andra instrument) (samma som ovan). Tempot på låten. Tid mellan fraser (d.v.s. inte för 

mycket reverb som ligger kvar mellan fraser och när nästa fras börjar.” 

11 Dag 2 ”Nivå: Hörbarhet, hur mycket plats den tog i mixen. För mycket gjorde sången lite otydlig och den förlorade sin närhet. 

Tid: tempo på låten (att reverbet fungerar bra med instrumenten). Att reverbet inte gled in i nästa fras som sjöngs, för att 

behålla tydlighet i sången.” 

12 Dag 1 ”Sammanhanget. Hur mycket plats lämnade arrangemanget, mixen och tempot på låten. Jag lyssnade även på reverbets 

karaktär och om det var något som jag skulle lyfta fram rent estetiskt. I detta fall jag på att ge sången djup med ett lite 

mindre tydligt reverb.” 

12 Dag 2 ”Försökte hitta en RL och RT som skulle ge djup åt sången utan att höras allt för mycket. Saker som spelar roll är hur 

resterande mix låter och vad för utrymme du lämnar åt reverb.” 

13 Dag 1 ”Låtens stil i första hand, att tiden skulle passa till ett pop/rock-sound. Jag tog även hänsyn till hur bra jag tyckte reverbet 

lät.” 

13 Dag 2 Hur pass bra reverbet passade låtstilen. Även reverbets karaktär.” 

14 Dag 1 ”Genre, ljudbild (tjock/tunn), körer, hur reverbet är ställt på allt annat (hur rummet upplevs), långa/korta fraser, hur långt 

fram i ljudbilden är sången, men framför allt hur tydligt reverbet kommer fram i kontexten!” 
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14 Dag 2 ”Genre, ljudbild (tjock/tunn), körer, långa/korta fraser, register, instrumentering, hur rummet i övrigt upplevdes (ex 

trummornas reverb). Framför allt dock hur mycket reverbet trängde igenom i sammanhanget. Viktigt att man inte tänker på 

reverbet.” 

15 Dag 1 ”Man vill kunna ana att det är där men man vill kanske inte ”höra” det. Man skall sakna det om det inte är där.” 

15 Dag 2 ”Att man vill ha en bra balans så det knyter ihop det bättre” 

16 Dag 1 ”Hur det passade med övriga instrument och att det inte skulle sticka iväg från sången eller ta över” 

16 Dag 2 ”Hur det blandade med övriga instrument och att det inte skulle kännas som en separat del av sången” 

 

Subject Answer (question 3) 

1 Dag 1 ”Jag brukar lyssna med lite högre lyssningsnivå” 

1 Dag 2 ”Det var en lagom arbetsvolym” 

2 Dag 1 ”Bra nivå men variation i nivå är bra för att upptäcka nya saker” 

2 Dag 2 ”Bra lyssningsnivå” 

3 Dag 1 ”Bra nivå” 

3 Dag 2 ”ja, okej nivå” 

4 Dag 1 ”Jag upplevde nivån som lagom” 

4 Dag 2 ”Lyssningsnivån var bra. Emellanåt önskades högre volym för att lättare urskilja reverbet” 

5 Dag 1 ”Perfekt Lyssningsnivå. Ibland är det nice att sänka och höja nivån en kort stund för att se hur allt passar ihop. Jag brukar 

göra det när jag mixar rätt ofta så det blev lite annat arbetssätt i denna uppgiften.” 

5 Dag 2 ”Den var OK.” 

6 Dag 1 ”Volymen kändes bra. Jag mixar sannolikt något starkare själv” 

6 Dag 2 ”Ja, mixar kanske något starkare ibland.” 

7 Dag 1 ”Jag tyckte att nivån var bra” 

7 Dag 2 ”Jag tyckte det var lite för starkt. Jag brukar mixa svagare” 

8 Dag 1 ”Tyckte att lyssningsnivån var lagom o behaglig” 

8 Dag 2 ”Behaglig lyssningsninvå” 

9 Dag 1 ”Jag mixar aningen starkare (fast en bra mix låter väl bra på denna nivå?)” 

9 Dag 2 ”Kändes bättre idag än igår och är inte långt ifrån nivån jag mixar på” 

10 Dag 1 ”Jag tyckte den var okej. Jag brukar variera lite beroende på vad jag lyssnare efter. Tror att jag brukar lyssna lite svagare 

överlag.” 

10 Dag 2 ”Det kändes lite svagt, det känns som en ljudnivå som jag skulle kunna mixa på men jag hade gärna haft lite starkare när jag 

fixar reverbet.” 

11 Dag 1 ”Jag hade mixat med en starkare lyssningsnivå vid efterklangsaddering. Annars funkar nivån bra (balansering, eq, effekter, 

etc.)” 

11 Dag 2 ”Ja. Kanske något starkare, men det fungerade för ändamålet.” 
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12 Dag 1 ”Den kändes bra” 

12 Dag 2 ”Den kändes behaglig” 

13 Dag 1 ”Jag tycker lyssningsnivån var bra” 

13 Dag 2 ”Lyssningsnivån var bra” 

14 Dag 1 ”Schysst standardnivå, jag har nog aningen svagare och höjer periodvis om jag känner att jag missar detaljer” 

14 Dag 2 ”Rätt schysst. Dock kör jag högre om jag rattar finlir, men grovmixnvån är ungefär som nu.” 

15 Dag 1 ”Jag tyckte det var lite lågt. Brukar varva mellan högt och lågt” 

15 Dag 2 ”Jag brukar varva mellan starkt och svagt. Men helt ok.” 

16 Dag 1 ”Nivån var bra, känns som man kan sitta länge utan att trötta ut höresln” 

16 Dag 2 ”Bra nivå i det långa loppet” 

 

Subject Answer (question 4) 

1 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

1 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

2 Dag 1 ”Jag tyckte att det var lite väl stort kanske, men det är nog bara min preferens” 

2 Dag 2 ”Reverb lät lite som en large hall och skulle säga att ett mindre reverb skulle passa bättre” 

3 Dag 1 ”Ja det funkar bra” 

3 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

4 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

4 Dag 2 ”Ja, men hade nog föredragit ett mindre diskant reverb” 

5 Dag 1 ”Ja, kanske kunde ha varit lite mer skopat i mellanregistret” 

5 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

6 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

6 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

7 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

7 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

8 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

8 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

9 Dag 1 ”Personligen hade jag haft mindre höga frekvenser och mer mid” 

9 Dag 2 ”Lite bright fortfarande, tycker också nivån när jag ställer tid gör jobbet svårare”  

10 Dag 1 ”Det funkar men jag hade nog valt ett lite mörkare reverb” 
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10 Dag 2 ”Ja, men jag hade hellre haft ett lite mörkare reverb” 

11 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

11 Dag 2 ”Hyffsat bra. Det kändes som att ett reverb med mer lågmid (i relation till andra frekvenser) hade minskat markering och 

man hade kunnat ha ännu mer reverb på sången.” 

12 Dag 1 ”ja” 

12 Dag 2 ”Ja de funkade men jag hade kanske ändrat lite om jag fått, typ EQa reverget t.ex.” 

13 Dag 1 ”Jag tycker det passade ganska bra, men kanske ett mindre rum hade passat bättre” 

13 Dag 2 ”Rätt så bra, men ev. lite för ”stort” för att passa”  

14 Dag 1 ”Absolut, väldigt diskret och ofärgande, country ska ju låta ofärgat oftast” 

14 Dag 2 ”Aarå, skapligt. Den var ganska anonym (vilket är bra) men att minska lite höga frekvenser i reverbet hade nog inte skadat.” 

15 Dag 1 ”Ja” 

15 Dag 2 ”Ja” 

16 Dag 1 ”Det kändes lite för diskantrikt för sångerskan” 

16 Dag 2 ”Hyffsat, lite diskantigt för just den sångerskan” 

 

Subject Answer (question 5) 

1 Dag 1 ”Det framgick inte att lyssningsnivån var fast” 

1 Dag 2 ”Roligt test! Alla gillar att mixa!” 

2 Dag 1 ”kul!” 

2 Dag 2 ”kul!” 

3 Dag 1 ”Nej” 

3 Dag 2 - 

4 Dag 1 - 

4 Dag 2 ”Jag hade inte haft något emot att mixa denna låt utan under dessa förutsättningar. Jag tyckte inte att det tillförde speciellt 

mycket.” 

5 Dag 1 - 

5 Dag 2 ”tycker det är klurigt att ställa reverbtiden då man inte får justera reverbnivån. Jag gillar att ha svagare reverb som klingar ut 

längre” 

6 Dag 1 - 

6 Dag 2 ”Det är något svårt att avgöra hur man mixar med materialet.”  

7 Dag 1 ”Nej” 

7 Dag 2 ”Nej” 

8 Dag 1 - 
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8 Dag 2 - 

9 Dag 1 ”Hade varit kul att även kunna påverka predelay” 

9 Dag 2 ”Inte något som jag ine skrivit förra gången tror jag!” 

10 Dag 1 ”Jag hade gärna haft en mute-knapp för reverbet så man kan känna på skillnaden när det är på och av.” 

10 Dag 2 ”Nej.” 

11 Dag 1 ”Nej” 

11 Dag 2 ”Det blev enklare att höra reverbet vid andra lyssningen (dämpat). Instrumenten kändes även tydligare och man kunde 

lättare höra små förändringar.” 

12 Dag 1 ”Det var svårt att var helt 100 på sina val när man inte fick ett visuellt stimuli också. Dock lyssnade jag mer fokuserat” 

12 Dag 2 ”Det kändes lättare andra gången man gjorde testet” 

13 Dag 1 - 

13 Dag 2 ”Jag dog ner reverbet ganska mycket just för att det upplevdes som att ”rummet” var lite stort för låtstilen.” 

14 Dag 1 ”Mitt mål var att ställa reverbet så att sångenfår mer liv utan att man ska kunna lägga märke till reverbet.” 

14 Dag 2 ”Försökte ställa nivåer strax under det att man hör och kan urskilja reverbet” 

15 Dag 1 ”Nej” 

15 Dag 2 ”Nej” 

16 Dag 1 ”Kul test” 

16 Dag 2 - 
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